
PRESS RELEASE 

‘Stormy Afternoon in Falmouth Harbour’ author reaches quarter of a million downloads 

For release before 30th November 2013 

Cornish author, Rosen Trevithick, is set to reach quarter of a million book sales and downloads when she 
releases her new titles in November. 

Her new short story collection, Seesaw – Volume II kicks off with ‘A Stormy Afternoon in Falmouth 
Harbour’, which Rosen wrote in situ this August. 

Rosen has worked with Penryn Junior School, promoting creative writing. 

About Rosen Trevithick 

Rosen, 33, from Devoran, began writing as a hobby and started publishing her books online ‘just to see what 
happened’. Three years later, she’s topped Amazon Kindle’s humorous fiction chart and attracted tens of 
thousands of readers. 

She is best known for her Seesaw short story collections aimed at adults and her children’s Smelly Troll 
series. 

Grew up in Devoran. Lived in Penryn. Moved to Oxford to study at St Catherine’s College. Lives in Exeter. 

About ‘A Stormy Afternoon in Falmouth Harbour’ 

Based on a series of true stories she read in the news, Rosen’s Falmouth-based short story follows a 
mother’s turmoil when a gust of wind carries her baby and pushchair into the harbour. She wrote it in 
August, sitting at a pub table outside The Chain Locker. 

About School Participation 

PENRYN JUNIOR SCHOOL – Rosen worked with a year five class to produce their own smelly troll book. 
The class, calling themselves ‘Trollversity’, performed a dance inspired by Rosen’s book The Troll Trap at 
the SALT Festival of Landscape and Dance in July. 

Rosen has also visited Foxhole School (St Austell) and her books have been used to inspire creative writing 
in Robartes Junior School (Bodmin). She is keen to visit more local schools (invite by email, see below). 

About Rosen’s New Releases 

• Seesaw - Volume II 

• Trolls on Ice 

• The First Trollogy 

Aimed at adults, Rosen’s Seesaw collections contain a mixture of psychological thrillers and light hearted 
comedies. 

Trolls on Ice will be the third instalment in Rosen’s Smelly Troll series, a set of humorous adventure stories 
aimed at children aged 7-10. The troll books are beautifully illustrated by artist, Katie W. Stewart. 

The First Trollogy, contains Smelly Trolls books 1-3 in one ‘snotacular’ volume, intended to make the series 
more appealing to gifted readers. 

Paperback and Kindle editions will be available. 

Further info 

http://rosentrevithick.co.uk/press/ 

 
Contact: rosen.trevithick@gmail.com 


